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Brief Abstract. Comparison of optical coherence tomography (OCT) and IR radiothermometry (IRRT)
efficacy in diagnostics and monitoring of ophthalmic pathologies is reported. Principles of OCT and IRRT devices
as well as diagnostic methods are described. We show the ability of OCT to differentiate different pathologies based
on morphologic data while IRRT is based on functional alterations. Advantages and disadvantages of contact and
non-contact techniques are discussed.
Keywords: Optical coherence tomography (OCT), IR radiothermometry (IRRT), Thermodiagnostics,
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Introduction
The problem of differentiation of various ophthalmic pathologies is still of importance. The major difficulties
appear in diagnostics of inflammatory and dystrophic diseases of the posterior segment of the eyeball [1]. For
example, choreoretinitis often have latent recurring character without any clinical symptoms. Standard diagnostic
technique which is ophthalmoscopy is quite subjective. In addition the visual inspection of the fundus of eye is often
complicated by a narrow rigid pupil, vitreous opacity and corneal dystrophy which make the diagnosis more
uncertain. Similar alterations of retina and optical fiber may cover up various diseases: uncomplicated inflammatory
processes, secondary retina dystrophy and exudative retinal detachment, optic neuritis, vitreous hemorrhage with
formation of adhesions. Inflammatory focus in choroid at the first stage may be obscured by pigment epithelium
detachment [2]. Study of functional disorders does not allow to increase diagnostic efficacy because both pathology
types often cause identical alterations. Laboratory techniques also do not provide reliable differential diagnostics
because alterations of biochemical and clinical parameters are low specific. Capabilities of additional instrumental
diagnostics are also limited. Results of electrophysiological studies in this case are mostly non-specific and,
consequently, not efficient. Rheoophatalmology which has been previously applied for such diagnostics primarily
allows to evaluate hemodynamics of the anterior part of the uveal tract [3]. These circumstances significantly
complicate clinical diagnostics.
In recent decade optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been successfully applied for diagnostics of
eyeball pathologies [4]. OCT allows to obtain information about tissue pathologic alterations in all parts of eyeball
[5, 6]. Possibility of repeating an OCT inspection allows to monitor the dynamics of the pathologic process and
evaluate the efficacy of the chosen treatment procedure [7]. All this examples of OCT application in ophthalmology
deal with non-contact diagnostics [4-7]. As for OCT diagnostics of anterior chamber angle (ACA) ciliary body (CB)
pathologies, OCT is reputed to fail to provide information about ultrasructure of these objects and can be applied
only for CB visualization in weak pigmented eyes [8].
OCT allows to reveal morphologic alterations while thermodiagnostics techniques have a potential to be
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used for evaluation of functional changes. Thermodiagnostics is a well-established technique which has found wide
application in various medical areas [9-12]. Almost each disease is accompanied by changes in blood
microcirculation and consequently, in thermoproduction. Thus, in the situation with inflammatory processes the
increase in local temperature originates from increase in metabolism level, blood flow, and disorder in regulation of
peripheral blood circulation. Accurate local temperature measurement may allow for differential diagnostics of
various pathologies and provide monitoring of pathologic nidus evolution during treatment. Application of contact
temperature measurement techniques has certain disadvantages such as the effect of contact quality on measurement
accuracy.
The main goal of this paper is the demonstration of capability of contact OCT and non-contact IRradiothermometry in diagnosing wide range of ophthalmic pathologies and illustration of the role of these
technologies in ophthalmology.
Material and Methods
For contact OCT diagnostics we used OCT-1300U device (reg. certificate # 022а2005/235-05 May 5.2005)
developed at the Institute of Applied Physics RAS (Nizhny Novgorod) with a specially developed en-face probe
which is 2.7 mm in diameter. A supporting beam in the visible range (630 nm, 0.1 mW), which indicates the
scanning direction at the sample surface is integrated into the scanning system. Principal scheme and technical
characteristics of the setup are described in other papers [13].
The developed microprocessor IR radiothermometer [14,15] is based on the scheme of modulation radiometer
(Fig.1).
Fig.1
The radiometer utilizes the modulation measurement technique. It is based on the periodic connection of the
measured signal proportional to the temperature of the studied object and reference noise source with known
temperature proportional to the input channel of the radiometer. Trigging is performed by employment of reference
voltage generator with meander-shaped voltage time dependence. The essential feature of the developed device is
the modulation of radiation in front of two-channel optical system with a diaphragm [13], which allows to avoid
errors connected with possibility of measurement of the optical system temperature. Absolute error of measurement
does not exceed 0.05°С, size of focal spot is 5 mm, the wavelength range is from 2 to 25 µkm.
At the stage of primary diagnostics all the patients involved in the study have undergone full set of standard
inspection procedures.
In the framework of this study, 34 healthy volunteers (68 eyes), 72 patients with eye contusion of different
grade (144 eyes), 5 eyes ex vivo and 15 eyes post mortem were inspected with OCT for possible comparison of OCT
and histologic data. OCT diagnostics in vivo was performed under local instillation anesthesia with 1% dicain
solution. The OCT probe contact surface was fixed on bulbar conjunctiva.
In the IR radiometry study we have inspected 49 healthy volunteers, 54 patients with various dystrophic
diseases of the posterior segment of the eye, and 47 patients with inflammatory processes at fundus (choreoretinitis,
optic neuritis). The inspection was performed without anesthesia because the technique is non-contact. For
minimization of measurement errors related to the influence of environmental conditions reference measurements
are used in IR thermometry. Registration of temperature was performed both in the pathology area and in the
symmetric one, i.e. the temperature was measured consecutively in both eyes of the patient and then the measured
values were compared. The measurements were performed two or three times in order to minimize the measurement
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error. The examination of one patient with this method took only 1.0 - 1.5 minutes, which could be useful in the
outpatient setting.
Results
Typical OCT images of the anterior segment of the eyeball in visualization aimed for corner of anterior
chamber and ciliary body were obtained from healthy patients. In 75 % of OCT-images obtained in 1 mm from limb
it is possible to distinguish histologic structures of the drainage system: anterior chamber corner, trabecular
apparatus and Schlemm's canal (Fig.2a, b). Trabecular apparatus appeared in OCT-images as a non-uniform
structure with prevailing high signal level and pronounced continuous irregular boundaries. Schlemm's canal
appeared as low scattering convex area with continuous irregular contrasted boundaries..
Fig.2
In 90% of OCT-images in 2 mm from limb the ciliated part of CB appeared as a triangle with truncated apex
corresponding to histological transversal sections of the ciliated part of CB (Fig.2c,d). In the OCT-images of the
ciliated part of CB we differentiated the main layers. The muscular layer appeared as a structure with moderate OCT
signal level and regular contrasted boundaries. The vascular layer of CB appeared as an area with lowered signal
and irregular weak boundaries. The pigment epithelium was manifested in the form of high signal level and irregular
contrasted boundaries and regular or scalloped lower boundary. We did not find any dependence of the OCT
appearance of these structures on age or gender which allowed to use these images as reference for non-altered
structures of the anterior chamber.
In order to develop criteria for recognition of altered structures of the anterior segment in OCT-images we
performed OCT-diagnostics of patients with different grade of eye contusion. This study discovered a set of typical
morphologic changes in the anterior segment of eye manifested in OCT-images. We have discovered that the
earliest and essential pathomorphological manifestation of the eyeball contusion is the edema, while its stage and
localization depend on the grade. We have found several variants of manifestation of edema of the anterior segment
inner structures: thickening of one or more layers of CB, the appearance of zones with reduced signal level of
irregular shape without distinguished boundaries in the muscular and vascular layers, disturbance of CB layers
visualization in an OCT-image with extreme manifestation of structure loss in the image, which is typical for severe
concussion of the eyeball (Fig. 3).
Fig.3
The IR radiothermometry has been employed for differential diagnostics of dystrophic and inflammatory
diseases of the eyeball. The results show that dystrophic processes of the posterior segment of the eyeball are
accompanied by decrease of the surface temperature by a value from 0.3 to 1.2 °С. Inflammatory diseases of the
posterior segment of the eyeball are accompanied by increase of the surface temperature by a value from 0.3 to 0.8
°С. It is worth mentioning that the temperature variation value depends on the grade of a pathologic process.
Fig.4
Based on the results of the reference group we found that without eye pathology the temperature asymmetry
between two eyes does not exceed 0.1 – 0.25 °С. Pathology of the eyeball is accompanied by the revealed
pronounced temperature asymmetry which allows to perform differential diagnostics of inflammatory and
dystrophic processes of the eyeball.
Fig. 4 shows histograms of temperature asymmetry for pathologies of anterior and posterior eye segments. The
results show that the temperature asymmetry has different character for inflammatory and dystrophic diseases, in
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pathologies of the posterior segment it is much lower compared to diseases of the anterior segment. This result is
natural and is explained by deeper location of the thermal inhomogeneity in pathologies of the posterior segment.
Against the background of anti-inflammatory and immunocorrective therapy in inflammatory patients the
temperature asymmetry decreased (Fig. 5) and finally became undetectable which can be considered as an additional
criterion of remission
Fig.5
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we discuss two diagnostic techniques which are being actively developed in the recent decade
in various medical areas including ophthalmology. OCT has already become a standard procedure in eyeball
pathologies diagnostics. More than that, Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography (AS-OCT) technique has
been developed. The AS-OCT is a non-contact, non-invasive imaging modality that provides high resolution image
of the anterior segment in cross section in vivo [16,17]. Furthermore the use of wide-field scanning optics (16 mm)
and deep axial scan range (8 mm) allows the AS-OCT to image the entire anterior chamber in a single frame. It
allows for an objective assessment of the anterior chamber (AC) angle and is easy to use even with minimal training.
The considered modality of contact ОСТ provides possibility not only for diagnostics of the anterior chamber corner
which is important for glaucoma diagnostics, but also for imaging of inner structures of the anterior chamber,
ciliary body and Schlemm's canal. This provides novel capabilities for OCT application in ophthalmology.
Combination of anterior chamber corner evaluation and imaging of Schlemm's canal shape is promising not only for
glaucoma diagnostics, but also for differential diagnostics of various forms of this pathology. In this paper we show
that contact OCT can be employed for revealing of the grade of the eyeball contusion. Comparison of the results of
OCT diagnostics for patients of three groups with contusions of different grade demonstrated statistically significant
difference between the groups by OCT-criteria. It is important that statistically significant difference can be
observed in OCT-criteria at different stages of (early and delayed manifestations, convalescence period). This allows
to employ OCT not only for diagnostics, but also for monitoring of treatment of eye contusion.
In this paper we show that non-contact IR radiothermometry is a convenient tool both for conventional and
differential diagnostics, as well as for monitoring of treatment of different eyeball pathologies.
In our opinion there is no need to compare the applied techniques because they are different both in
principle of operation and information obtained. However, combination of these techniques will allow to increase
diagnostic efficacy: OCT allows to monitor evolution of morphologic (patomorphologic) alterations at the level
close to histology while IRRT allows to monitor tissue temperature. Radiothermometry can be combined both with
conventional OCT and contact OCT considered in this work. For example, combination of non-contact OCT and
IRRT is very promising for monitoring of structure and temperature of the posterior eye segment in transpupillary
thermotherapy, which is applied both in tumor [18], and non-tumor eye pathologies [19].
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In conclusion we should point out that the considered in the paper OCT and IRRT techniques are noninvasive and safe diagnostic techniques that provide possibility for multiple application monitoring and follow-up.
For IRRT non-invasiveness is an additional advantage, however, contactness of OCT in the considered modification
provides advantages in visualization of anterior segment structures. Both techniques are promising for diagnostics of
wide range of eye pathologies (inflammatory processes, dystrophic diseases, contusion, glaucoma). They could be
employed both for primary and differential diagnostics at the early or delayed stage. Their combination is promising
for evaluation of morphologic and functional state of the eyeball.
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The short descriptive titles of the figures
Fig. 1. Structural diagram of microprocessor radiometer

Fig. 2. Histology of anterior chamber corner and ciliary body section in 1 mm (a) and 2 mm (c) from limb;
OCT-images of normal anterior chamber corner section in 1 mm (b) and 2 mm (d) from limb
1-anterior chamber corner; 2- trabecular apparatus; 3- Schlemm's canal; 4- ciliated part of CB; 5-muscular
layer of CB; 6-vascular layer of CB; 7- pigment epithelium)

Fig. 3. Typical OCT images of CB with severe concussion of the eyeball: typical structure loss with
presence of chaotic areas with low signal level

Fig. 4. Temperature asymmetry of the anterior and posterior segments of the eye obtained from IR
radiothermometry measurements (grey bars show confidence intervals of the measurements, dash lines show the
interval for average norm values). 1 - norm; 2 – dystrophic diseases of the anterior segment of the eye (corneal
dystrophy); 3 - inflammatory diseases diseases of the anterior segment of the eye (keratitis and iridocyclitis); 4 dystrophic diseases of the posterior segment of the eye (of retina and optic nerve); 5 – inflammatory diseases of the
posterior segment of the eye

Fig. 5. Evolution of temperature asymmetry during treatment of acute uveitis (1), torpid uveitis (2) and
senile macular degeneration (3)
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